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• I’m going to tell you a very strange story……
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• Lessons Learned & Next Steps

• More Information

• Questions
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Presentation Notes
Today we’re going to talk about a very strange phenomenon we experienced when we offered some training on geospatial metadata this past year.
It was very weird – we found that people really wanted to find out how to create metadata!  And they were enthusiastic about this, which was even weirder.  We put out an announcement for the EPA and Partners Metadata Training series in June, and we figured we’d have some slight interest by various groups, but we never thought we’d see the enthusiasm and participation that we observed for this topic.  

SO, we figured it would be worth talking about this and providing an overview of what we did, the results we obtained, and what our next steps will be.

I’ll start out with a little bit on the background of this effort, and then how we approached the series, then we’ll talk about some of the feedback we got and the Agency-specific results, and then we’ll cover some of the lessons learned from this.  The intent is to provide those of you who are interested in encouraging your team members to do metadata with some of the lessons and findings we had in this effort, so that perhaps it will be helpful to you in your efforts.




• What was it?
– 2008 FGDC-sponsored CAP grant
– 6 web-based sessions 
– 1 on-site session at EPA Headquarters

• What did it cover?
– FGDC CSDGM Overview
– FGDC Compliancy
– Metadata Editing Tools (EPA Metadata Editor [EME])
– Metadata Catalogs
– Geospatial One-Stop (GOS)
– The North American Profile (NAP) of ISO19115/19139

• Who was involved and how?
– Innovate!, Inc
– U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
– North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

(NCDENR)

About the EPA & Partners Training: Background



• What did we do?
– Pre-Training preparation

• Web conferencing 
– Forced ‘Enrollment’ to track attendees

• Announcements/invites
– ~300 email recipients 
– Fliers/Fact sheets
– Logistics
– Emphasized that they were free
– Did not have ‘sign-up’ or pre-registration

• Pre-training surveys
– Intended to guide finalization of materials

• Follow-up 
– ~2 weeks in advance with materials

About the EPA & Partners Training: Approach
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Set-up web conferencing and teleconference information months in advance
Sent out an announcement about six weeks in advance
Included Feds, states, tribes, local governments, private groups
Follow-up about 2 weeks in advance with locations to access materials
Provided all logistical information, but still had questions




• Survey feedback
– 19 respondents
– Federal agencies, states, local governments and Canada

About the EPA & Partners Training: Approach



• The sessions
– 3 web courses developed; each held twice
– Close to 200* different participants 

• Over 20 states
• 30 organizations (incl. Canada and American Samoa)

– 6 on-site attendees

About the EPA & Partners Training: Approach

*Many participants were repeat attendees & many attended in groups



• Materials & methods
– EPA Materials

• Metadata
• Internal catalog/portal
• Public metadata service 
• Web accessible folder (WAF) 
• Contributions to GOS
• The EME

– NCDENR Materials
• DRAFT metadata implementation
• Metadata template

– Additional Resources
• FGDC templates & information
• ‘Metadata Jeopardy’

About the EPA & Partners Training: Approach
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• Post-training activities

– Free follow-up consultation 
• ~10 different inquiries

– Contest winner prizes
• Thank you Sharon!

– Post-training surveys
• 12 surveys received

– Training modules & videos 
• Accessible from EPA’s website

– Paper for ArcUser 
• Consolidated training information 

– EME version 3 release
• All attendees included in release

About the EPA & Partners Training: Follow-up
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~10 different inquiries (EPA sample requests, questions about compliancy, etc.)




• What real results did we achieve?

– We didn’t completely bore everyone:
• “It is great that this training is available to everyone free of cost and online. Thanks!  I 

found these tools and materials much more informative than anything else I’ve tried in the 
past 2 months.”

– Some people actually wanted to go through it again:
• “I concur with the request to record the webcast/audio for others to be able to see it or just 

to be able to watch it again myself since there was so much valuable information presented 
in this situation.”

– Some people indicated that they were looking forward to doing metadata
• “The training was helpful.  I look forward to implementing it on our next federal project.   I 

also look forward to implementing similar standards in the future at the state level.”

– Some people wanted to come back for more:
• “As I indicated in my feedback for the Introductory course, I hope you will offer a similar 

course associated with NAP in 2009.”

– Others were just thankful
• “I just wanted to say thank you for hosting the metadata training, it has been extremely 

valuable for the users who have taken it….I wanted to let you know that your efforts are 
certainly realized throughout the geospatial community and are capturing the interest of the 
legal/justice community, too.”

Training Results



• Agency-specific results (NCDENR)

– Training:
• ~20 attendees present at all sessions
• Learned to use the EME for their specific needs

– Products:
• Developed a DRAFT metadata implementation

– Review and comments obtained through this effort
– Still in progress at this time

– Future Work:
• NCDENR personnel discussing setting up an 

Agency metadata catalog in 2009

Training Results



• Agency-specific results (EPA)

– Training:
• At least 24 EPA staff/contractors trained

– 9 different locations
– Attendees indicated they will use the training

– Products:
• Provided materials for Agency use 

– Training modules
– Post-training videos

• EPA on-site training at a GIS Workgroup meeting
• Promoted use of Agency resources

– Future Work:
• Will continue to use materials

– EME 3 videos and training modules
– Other basic metadata training materials

Training Results
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Training:
At least 24 EPA staff/contractors trained – this is general because we know some folks gathered in a single room at EPA as well so the we don’t know in total how many were able to actually attend overall.
Spanned at least 9 different locations (CA, OR, DC, MD, OH, KS, NV,CO, TX) – we know of at least 9 different locations, but there was some information left out of the web conferencing tracking tools so there may be additional locations
Attendees indicated they will use the training (we received feedback from a number of groups that they were at the training and will use it for their work)

Products:
Provided materials for Agency use 
Training modules – EPA can use these modules to allow people to go download the materials and use them for their own use.
Post-training videos – These videos are all based on using the newest release of the EME and so EPA can point people to these to get started, learn about some of the new features, or have a refresher on using the EME features.
EPA on-site training at a GIS Workgroup meeting – EPA was already able to reuse some of the existing training materials for an on-site training at an EPA GIS Workgroup meeting
Promoted use of Agency resources – this training promoted the use of the Agency’s EME – we saw spikes in the download counts around each training session.  Additionally, by using EPA’s public geospatial resources as examples, it promoted their use by individuals who attended the training.

Future Work:
EPA will be able to continue to use materials – the EME 3 videos and training modules are useful since the newest EME was release in late October
EPA can also point metadata developers to the other basic metadata training materials that were developed through this effort.  The EME website provides access to all of the training resources that were developed through this effort so that any individual downloading the EME can find and use these materials.



• Agency-specific results (FGDC)

• Promoted FGDC compliancy & metadata sharing across the US 
(and beyond)

• Some take home messages:
– People want to understand the standards

» Not just for academics!
– Free may be key
– Interest in new technologies?

» Catalogs and sharing tools

• Thinking Ahead
– Recurring web-based metadata training series?

Training Results



• So if I were to do this again…….
– Announcement 

• 6 weeks in advance was good, but bad
• Send inquiry about 3 months ahead to obtain interest 

– Invites 
• Try some additional venues for posting
• Target states missing from this set of sessions

– Logistics
• Give a bigger window around release of a key software product
• Include a how-to in getting set up with web conference
• Fix the collaboration suite & phone 
• Ask about planned fire drills….

– Materials 
• Obtain samples from additional groups (if they dared!)
• Get even more duck paraphernalia…..

• What’s next?
– Short-term: Follow-up with participants
– Long-term: Can’t apply for FGDC grant for 2 years

Lessons Learned and Next Steps



• People:
– My Info:

• Jessica Zichichi: jzichichi@innovateteam.com

– EPA:
• Michelle Torreano: torreano.michelle@epa.gov

– NCDENR:
• Julia Harrell: julia.harrell@ncmail.net

– FGDC CAP Coordinator:
• Gita Urban-Mathieux: burbanma@usgs.gov

– FGDC Metadata Coordinator:
• Sharon Shin: sshin@usgs.gov

• Places:
– Innovate website: 

• http://innovateteam.com

– EPA geospatial website: 
• http://www.epa.gov/geospatial
• http://www.epa.gov/geospatial/eme.html

More Information
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Any Questions?

• Thank you for your time today

http://innovateteam.com/
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